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Toolkit overview

LOGO AND ICON

ICONSTYPOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR PALETTE

BOOST STREAM VARIATIONS

BOOST NEXT REG
Boost Next Regular
BOOST NEXT BOLD
Boost Next Bold
–
Boost Next Heavy
0123456789$!
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Logo variations  
and backgrounds

Please refer to the original Boost Mobile 
Graphic Standards Manual for detailed 
guidance on applying the logo and the  
best version to use for your format.

Primary icon color
c0 m52 y100 k0
(Original icon color)

Primary logotype color
c0 m0 y0 k89

Two color positive
Applied to light and  
white backgrounds

Icon
variations

Single color negative
Applied to orange or  
dark gray backgrounds

Two color negative
Applied to orange or  
dark gray backgrounds

Single color positive
Applied to light and white 
backgrounds where the two  
color logo version cannot  
be used
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Color palette

The refreshed color palette features three 
oranges, including the original Boost Mobile 
logo orange and a dark gray. They are 
supported by dark blue, light blue and  
light gray. 

The distribution ratio bar is a guide  
and representation of color balance  
and proportion in application.

Primary palette

Distribution ratio

Supporting palette

Orange #3
c0 m52 y100 k0
r247 g144 b30

#F7901E

Light blue
c47 m0 y7 k0
r113 g203 b228

#71cbe4

White
c0 m0 y0 k0
r255 g255 b255

#ffffff

Light gray
c0 m0 y0 k11
r227 g227 b227

#e3e3e3

Orange #2
c0 m62 y100 k0
r245 g126 b32

#F57E20

Dark blue
c100 m35 y0 k60
r0 g57 b96

#003960

Orange #1
c0 m72 y100 k0
r243 g108 b33

#F36C21

Dark gray
c0 m0 y0 k89
r59 g59 b60

#3b3b3c

Boost Spot Gray
Color number: 
OCSK 8728

Primary uses:
–  Boost Stream
–  Headings and  

text highlights

Primary uses:
–  Logotype color
–  Backdrop color
–  Supporting and 

legal text color

Primary uses:
–  Boost Stream

Primary uses:
–  Supporting text 

highlight color
–  BOGO icon
–  Feature  

highlight box

Primary uses:
– Logo icon color
–  Boost Stream

Primary uses:
–  Supporting 

highlight color
–  Environmental

Primary uses:
–  Logo and  

icon color

Primary uses:
–  Neutral 

background color
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Boost Stream graphic device
Variations

The Boost Stream graphic device is made up 
of a series of three Boost orange ‘streams’ 
each with a drop shadow applied to create 
the appearance of depth and layers. 

The series shown here comprise a range  
of orientations, shapes and perspectives 
which form the basis of all variants which  
can be applied.

They can be altered or adapted and the 
following pages in this guide explain how 
they can be sized, skewed, cropped and 
used to house text and images.

Please note: 
Always use the Boost Stream artwork file 
supplied wherever possible as the start point 
for all formats. They can then be scaled, 
skewed or cropped to suit. This is to maintain  
a consistent reproduction of the drop shadows.

1. Horizontal Stream

5. Vertical Stream

2.  Horizontal perspective  
– left to right

6.  Horizontal perspective  
– right to left

3.  Horizontal skewed  
– left to right

7.  Horizontal skewed  
– right to left

4.  Vertical skewed  
– bottom to top

8.  Vertical skewed  
– top to bottom
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Boost Stream graphic device
Drop shadows in Illustrator

It is important to maintain a consistent 
amount of drop shadow across all horizontal 
and vertical applications of the Boost Stream 
at varying sizes and formats.

The artwork supplied has been created in 
Adobe Illustrator and has the settings shown 
here in the Drop Shadow dialogue boxes. 

These can then be scaled proportionately 
to suit your format, aiming to maintain 
consistency across multiple formats  
of a similar scale.

Please note: 
Always use the Boost Stream artwork file 
supplied wherever possible as the start point 
for all formats. They can then be scaled, 
skewed or cropped to suit. This is to maintain  
a consistent reproduction of the drop shadows.

1. Horizontal Stream
The drop shadow is cast upwards on all 
horizontal versions of the Boost Stream.

5. Vertical Stream
The drop shadow is cast towards the right  
on all vertical versions of the Boost Stream.

Drop shadow values for horizontal 
streams at original artwork size. 
Color: 70% black with 20% opacity.

Drop shadow values for vertical 
streams at original artwork size.
Color: 70% black with 20% opacity.

Shadow 
is cast 
upwards

Shadow is cast  
to the right
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Boost Stream graphic device
Drop shadows in InDesign

It is recommended that you use the Illustrator 
artwork files wherever possible then place 
this artwork into an InDesign file if required. 
Illustrator's transformation tools (scale/skew 
etc.) are more responsive and easier to use.

If you need to create the Boost Stream in 
Adobe InDesign, the settings shown here in 
the Drop Shadow dialogue boxes should be 
applied. The values are almost the same as 
the Adobe Illustrator shown on the previous 
page, but with a slightly greater 'Size' (the 
equivalent of the 'Blur' setting in Illustrator).

The settings shown here are based on the 
original artwork size. Please refer to the 
Illustrator artwork file.

Please note: 
Always use the Boost Stream artwork file 
supplied wherever possible as the start point 
for all formats. They can then be scaled, 
skewed or cropped to suit. This is to maintain  
a consistent reproduction of the drop shadows.

1. Horizontal Stream
The drop shadow is cast upwards on all 
horizontal versions of the Boost Stream.

5. Vertical Stream
The drop shadow is cast towards the right  
on all vertical versions of the Boost Stream.

Drop shadow values for horizontal 
streams at original artwork size. 
Color: 70% black with 20% opacity.

Drop shadow values for vertical 
streams at original artwork size.
Color: 70% black with 20% opacity.

Shadow 
is cast 
upwards

Shadow is cast  
to the right
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Boost Stream graphic device
Scaling and consistency

When scaling a Boost Stream, use the 
‘Selection tool’ to proportionately increase 
the graphic, so the size of the drop shadow 
increases proportionately at the same time.

Once you have reached an appropriate size, 
use the ‘Direct selection tool’ to stretch or 
the ‘Free Transform Tool’ to skew the graphic 
to its desired position. 

These two latter tools do not affect the drop 
shadow values after transformation.

If the Boost Stream graphic is applied over 
multiple formats to create flow or connection, 
the formats are the same size, or are viewed 
together, always make sure the drop shadows 
are consistent. 

Scaling the Boost Stream in InDesign 
When scaling the Boost Stream in InDesign, 
make sure in the 'General' InDesign 
preferences dialogue box, under 'When 
scaling', check/select 'Apply to content'  
to ensure the Boost Stream drop shadow  
effect scales proportionately with the object.

Please note: 
Always use the Boost Stream artwork file 
supplied as the start point for all formats.  
They can then be scaled, skewed or cropped 
to suit. This is to maintain a consistent 
reproduction of the drop shadows.

3.  Stretched to fit width of format
Using the ‘Direct selection tool’ so 
stretching does not affect the drop 
shadow values

4. Increasing Stream so it crosses multiple formats
Using the ‘Direct selection tool’ so stretching does not 
affect the drop shadow values across multiple formats

 1. Horizontal 
perspective 
– left to right
Selected for  
format and  
message  
content

 2. Scaled and positioned on format
Using the ‘Selection tool’ to scale 
proportionately

Multiple Boost Stream variations across same size formats with consistent drop shadows
Despite the varying depths and scale of the devices, the shadows remain consistent on connected  
or similar sized formats, especially when viewed together
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Boost Stream graphic device
Cropping and altering widths

The Boost Stream can be cropped to  
create impact and large fields of color  
when required. This is useful for applying  
text or other graphic elements in layouts.

Conversely, more white space can be created 
to suit you format and content requirements.

The widths of each individual stream can also 
be altered to more or less white space and to 
create a feeling of movement and depth.

Please note: 
Always use the Boost Stream artwork file 
supplied as the start point for all formats.  
They can then be scaled, skewed or cropped 
to suit. This is to maintain a consistent 
reproduction of the drop shadows.

Balance of color and white space
Flexible application of the Boost Stream  
can allow for more or less white space 
when required

Cropping the Boost Stream
The Boost Stream can be cropped  
closely to create large fields of color

Cropping and altering the stream widths
Cropping closely to fill the format area, the 
widths of the streams can vary



WHEN
YOU
SWITCHFREE

BEST
VALUE IN
UNLIMITED
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Boost Stream graphic device
Fit for purpose

The Boost Stream is a useful tool within 
communications when creating layouts  
with varying messages, device imagery,  
and lifestyle photography.

It can be used as a platform or environment 
which devices can stand on or sit within.

The Stream can be used to separate textual 
and pictorial information and become a 
useful backdrop to help copy stand out.

It can also be used to reveal lifestyle 
photography while creating an area for 
messaging and other content.

Please note: 
Always use the Boost Stream artwork file 
supplied as the start point for all formats.  
They can then be scaled, skewed or cropped 
to suit. This is to maintain a consistent 
reproduction of the drop shadows.

Revealing lifestyle photography
The Boost Stream can appear to be moving across and 
revealing lifestyle photography where the Stream acts  
as a useful backdrop for messaging

Used as a platform for devices
The device can sit within the 
individual streams or placed on top

Separating messaging
A close crop of the Boost Stream can 
create separate areas for content
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Typography
Fonts in use

SUPER  
FAST
Ultimate
Unlimited

You deserve it!

Boost Next 
The primary typeface is Boost Next which is 
used for all headings, subheadings and short 
messaging. As a guide it is used for text above 
12pt in size.

Boost Next Bold and Regular weights are used 
for text (whereas Heavy is used for main price 
point figures). A mixture of all uppercase (caps) 
or sentence case text can be used.

Headings are set in Boost Orange #1, where 
subheadings can be differentiated with the 
Boost dark gray. They are set in white when 
applied to orange and dark backgrounds.

Emphasis on particular words can be made 
using a mixture of bold and regular weights.

Leading/line spacing 
Leading values vary for all uppercase and 
sentence case text. All uppercase text has 
a negative leading value as shown to right. 
Sentence case requires slightly more line 
spacing and should be set at the same size  
as the text, as shown to right.

Character spacing 
Always set display typography with the 
‘Optical’ character space setting to create  
visual balance.

Chalet Book 
It is supported by Chalet Book, in Bold and 
Regular, which is used for all small text and 
large amounts of text, for example, legal  
copy and small print. This guideline text  
is set in Chalet Book.

Boost Next for main headings
It can be applied as all uppercase text for maximum impact  
in Boost Orange #1 or white out of orange/dark backgrounds

Uppercase leading
90% of text size
Examples: 
100pt text on 90pt leading
220pt text on 198pt leading

Text size x 0.9 = leading size

Sentence case leading
100% of text size (set solid)
Examples: 
80pt text on 80pt leading

Boost Next for headings
Applied in sentence case text in Boost Orange #1  
or white out of orange/dark backgrounds

Boost Next for subheadings
It can be applied in sentence case text in Boost dark gray 
or white out of orange/dark backgrounds
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Typography
Price points

＄2999

＄399.99SRP

＄20

Price point main figures are set in Boost  
Next Heavy. Always use the Boost Next  
dollar glyph which is part of the typeface  
in the lighter weight.

The figures are supported by decimal 
numbers at half the size of the main figure,  
set in Boost Next Bold.

Additional information, such as ‘+Tax’ or ‘/Mo’  
are set in Boost Next Bold either to align 
beneath the decimal figure, or set at  
half the size of the main figure, aligning  
to the baseline.

Reduced prices are applied in Boost dark 
gray and feature a strike-through keyline.

+TAX

/MO

50% of main price size
Examples: 
100pt key price +  
50pt decimal number

Boost Next  
dollar 'glyph'
Inbuilt glyph at 
lighter weight

50% of main price size

50% of main price size
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Typography
Highlighting device + BOGO

Highlighting device 
Used as a highlighting device, a box applied 
in Boost dark blue can hold and separate key 
features and categories where required. Text 
is set in Boost Next Bold in all uppercase.

The highlighting device can be used to hold 
price reductions and attached to devices.

BOGO icon 
The BOGO icon is applied as a bold circular 
sticker set at a 20° angle. It is applied in 
Boost dark blue and is placed over messaging 
and layouts. It appears with a drop shadow  
to lift it off the page.

BOGO icon
The icon is applied as a ‘sticker’  
in Boost dark blue

Highlighting device
Boost dark blue box holding feature text  
or to highlight price discounts

6.2"
FullVision™

Display

BUY 1 PHONE
GET 1 FREE!

For new/port-in customers only. Select plans only.
Offer valid 1/28/20-4/2/20. BOGO Offer: Excl. taxes. While supplies last. Limit 1 device/line; limited to 2 BOGO offers/family plan. Req. activation on eligible plans $50 or higher & unlimited family plans, in sel. markets/retailers (excl. boostmobile.com or national retailers). First 
phone free discount only with eligible port-in; excl. ports from Sprint-related carriers. Discount applied toward phone purchase; no cash back, credit, or rain checks. Sel. models only; no substitutions. May not be combinable with other offers. Other terms: Coverage/offers 
not avail. everywhere or for all phones/networks. Boost reserves the right to change or cancel offer at any time. Prohibited network use rules & other restrictions apply. See participating dealer for details. ©2020 Boost Worldwide, Inc. All rights reserved. LG and the LG logo 
are registered trademarks of LG Corp. All other marks are the property of their respective owners. 

1POSSTY5BOGO0120

Plus, get the first phone free when you switch.

BEST VALUE FOR ALL

WHEN YOU SWITCH
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Photography
Lifestyle

Lifestyle photography should be real, playful, 
optimistic and energetic. Never overly 
composed, it should convey everyday life. 

It also should be somewhat abstract and 
fairly anonymous, meaning we don’t want 
to overtly show a place, time or situation. 
Instead, we crop tight and try to capture  
the energy and give the feeling like it can’t  
be contained.

Warmth and optimism is conveyed through 
the use of orange hues in sunlight and light, 
bright blue skies. 

Please note: 
The photography shown here has been 
sourced from Unsplash, a free source of stock 
imagery. A credit to the photographer should 
be added to applications if using an image.

unsplash.com
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Iconography
Simple line icons

Icons are formed of simple keylines which  
are applied at a consistent line weight within 
the same application, or across similar format 
sizes. They are applied in Boost Orange #1  
to white and light backgrounds, and white  
out of orange and dark backgrounds.

Please note: 
The icons shown here are from and have been 
adapted from a collection called ‘Simple line 
icons pro’ which can be bought for a modest 
fee from Creative Market:

https://creativemarket.com/W/381094-Simple-
Line-Icons-Pro.
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boostmobilebrand.com

Questions? 
Please reach out to the following...

seth.faulkner@sprint.com
Creative Director


